optimized with this Growth Model. The core objective is to

and regulation of blood volume and movement. Protein

identify a company’s “Growth Zone,” or those opportuni-

promotes muscle tissue growth and repair after strenuous

ties which have been optimized and validated based on

exercise,” explained Christine Steele, Ph.D., Director of

strategic objectives and capabilities, taking the opportu-

Science, Innovation, and Education at Abbott Nutrition, in

nities in the marketplace into consideration.

her presentation entitled “Protein Packing Products: The

Christopher Shanahan, Global Program Manager, Food

Nutritional Rationale.” She went on to explain that lean

Ingredients & Feed for Frost & Sullivan, may be contacted

body mass (LBM) includes muscles, organs and bone; gen-

at Christopher.shanahan@frost.com or +1.210.477.8419.

erally, everything except fat. LBM accounts for approxi-

A link to download his presentation is at the website

mately 75% of normal body weight, and muscle is the

http://GlobalFoodForums.com/2013-Proteinseminar

largest component of LBM.
“Skeletal muscle functions in mobility, balance and

Update on Protein Nutritional Attributes

physical strength; generates heat (energy); and pro-

“Protein is vital in the body for body systems and func-

vides a protein and amino acid pool to support sur-

tions, such as the immune system and hormone function;

vival during periods of metabolic stress,” stated Steele.

proper digestion, transport and absorption of nutrients;

Complete proteins are those containing all of the essential amino acids in amounts that

Protein Consumption Recommendations
Population

IOM RDA
(g/kg body
weight/day)

Infant to 1 year

1.5

Children 1-3 years

1.1

Children 4-13 years

0.95

Children 14-18

0.85

Adults 19-59 years

0.8

Range to Optimize
Body Composition &
Health
(g/kg body weight/
day)

meet human requirements to prevent
deficiency. An incomplete protein is
too low in one or more of the essential amino acids. Complementary
proteins are a combination of proteins that, when added together, result in a complete protein, i.e., beans
and rice. Legumes can be generally
low in methionine and high in lysine,
while grains are the opposite—so
they complement each other to form

Adult endurance athlete 0.8

1.2-1.4

Adult strength athlete

0.8

1.2-1.7

Adult 60 years or older

0.8

1.0-1.3

Dieting adult

0.8

1.2-1.6

a complete protein source if consumed together.
Protein quality is measured by
a number of methods. Examples include Biological Value (BV); Protein

Source: De Souza 2010; FAO/WHO/UNU 2007; IOM 2005; Layman 2009; Lejeune
2005; MSSE 2009; Mojtahedi 2011

Digestibility (PD); Net Protein Utili-

The Institute of Medicine recommends that protein consumption increase during pregnancy and lactation, as well as during
trauma and high metabolic stress. Premature infants also have
increased protein needs. Increasing protein to optimal levels
promotes healthy LBM in sports recovery, dieting and aging.

(PER); and Protein Digestibility Cor-
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zation (NPU); Protein Efficiency Ratio
rected Amino Acid Score (PDCAAS),
Steele said. The FAO/WHO assesses
protein quality with PDCAAS, where
complete proteins have scores of
8.

